
Securities Borrowing and Lending (SBL) 
Unlocking the potential of portfolio 
 
What is Securities Borrowing and Lending (SBL)? 
As part of our wealth management services, SBL is another service of Phatra Securities Co., Ltd. (Phatra) 
that helps individual as well as institutional clients enhance additional return on investment from SBL  
transactions. Lenders will receive lending fees while borrowers can sell short the borrowed stocks to 
earn profits during market downtrend, to arbitrage or to hedge their risk. 
 
Phatra acts as the counterparty (principle) of both borrowers and lenders as shown in the figure below. 

Phatra has obtained SBL license from Securities Exchange and Commisstion (SEC) since 1999. With large 

and diversed client base including local institutions, foreign and individual investors, Phatra is able to 

provide efficient SBL services to our customers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Benefits of SBL 
Lenders 

 Generate extra return from lending fees without asset allocation adjustment 

 Still entitle to capital gain and all rights  such as dividend and rights offering 

 Able to sell lent stocks at anytime 

 Able to choose specific stocks in portfolio to be available for lending 
Borrowers 

 Use SBL as a risk management tool i.e. portfolio hedging 

 Earn profits during downtrend or volatile market by short selling, pair trading or arbitraging 
 
Product Features 

 Lenders Borrowers 

Eligible Securities  Stocks in SET100 index 

 Underlying of ETFs, DWs and SSFs  

 Stocks with 3-month average market capitalization ≥ Bt5,000 million and 
free float ≥ 20% of paid-up capital  

Lending Period No longer than 1 year but can be rolled over 

Collateral Cash in Thai Baht Cash in Thai Baht 

 
According to SEC rule, non-

institutional clients are required to 
place 150% collateral 

Flexibility All lent shares are shown in portfolio 
and can be sold without prior recall 

Borrowed shares can be returned  
at anytime 

Corporate Actions & 
Recall 

Entitle to all rights from lent stocks Shares on be borrowed across X-date  
if Phatra can switch lenders; 

otherwise, will be recalled at least 1 
day before X-date 

Borrower 

Lender 
 

 

 

  

 



 
Frequency Asked Questions 
Here are some common questions about SBL 
 
Q: Does short selling negatively affect share price? 
A: According to Kaplan, Moskowitz, Sensoy (2010) and other related papers*, short selling has no 
significant effect on share price in the long run. On the other hand, it helps achieve market efficiency by 
increasing volume; thereby lowering bid-ask spread gap as well as price volatility. SBL also drives stock 
price toward its intrinsic value, making the price not too much higher or lower than its fundamental 
value. 
 
For further information, please watch the video “Is short selling bad?”** 
 
Q: How will lenders know whether their stocks are borrowed? 
A: There are statements and reports, available daily and monthly, i.e., deal confirmation, SBL statement 
and monthly fee summary, sent to our clients in order to confirm borrowing transactions and SBL 
outstanding. 
 
Q: What will happen if lenders sell the borrowed shares? 
A: Lenders can sell lent stocks in their portfolio at anytime because Phatra will return the shares, at the 
latest, in accordance with the SET’s trading and settlement policies. 
 
Q: How will lenders maintain their entitlement to all rights and benefits from lent stocks ? 
A: Phatra will return all shares to lenders by the record date so that lenders will get such rights. 
 
Q: What reports are required to submit to the SEC regarding SBL transactions? 
A: Both borrowers and lenders who are considered major shareholders are “not required” to submit 
Report on Acquisition or Disposition of Securities (Form 246-2) to the SEC. However, those who are 
classified as director, executive or auditor, according to the SEC’s definition, are responsible for 
submitting Report on the Changes in Securities Holding (Form 59-2). 
 
Q: What are transactions related to lending fees? 
A: Lending fees that lenders receive from SBL transactions are defined by the Revenue Department 
that they are similar to interests. According to Section 40(4) of Revenue Code, individual lenders will 
be withheld on a basis of progressive tax rate while juristic lenders’ withholding tax rate is 1%. In 
addition, the lenders are also liable for either Personal Income Tax (PIT) or Corporate Income Tax (CIT) 
on a calendar year basis. 
 

*The Effects of Stock Lending on Securities Price: An Experiment (Kaplan, Moskowitz, Sensoy (2010)), 
Worldwide short selling: Regulations, activity, and implications (Jain, Jain, McInish, McKenzie), and 
Short Selling May Affect Stock and Bond Prices (Stanford Business School of Graduate Insights 2001) 
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